MADE-READY:
I DON’T CARE ABOUT WHAT(IS)
HAPPEN(ING)ED HERE.
(Which picture represents a chemical change, which a physical change?)

The picture does not depict a before-and-after scenario. The breakfast dish contains: sausage patties, syrup, beaten eggs fried with milk and oil, waffle sticks, ketchup, and fried shredded potatoes, in no particular order, vertical or horizontal. The cup contains Cherry Coke mixed with Sprite, half and half. The adjacent plate has shampoo, hand soap, shaving cream, toothpaste, and two kinds of dishwashing detergents, one foam and one liquid. All are in turn made.... ...it’s like when a UFC fighter in a pre-fight interview uses a baseball vernacular and says: “I’M GONNA SWING FOR THE FENCES.”